Welcome!

EuroACE
BUSINESS DAY WORKSHOP

Tuesday 10 September
13.00-18.00
Brussels

DECARBONISED BUILDINGS: FAR-FETCHED OR ACHIEVABLE?

An afternoon of inspiring discussions with key experts from the private sector and the European Commission

Decarbonised Buildings for People, the Energy System, the Climate, and the Environment

REGISTER NOW!
helene.sibleau@euroace.org
Welcome, Tour de Table, Workshop Structure

Adrian JOYCE
EuroACE
Secretary General
Programme

Decarbonised Buildings: Far-Fetched or Achievable?

14.00-14.10 Welcome, Tour de Table, Structure of Workshop
Adrian JOYCE, Secretary General, EuroACE

14.10-14.25 Introduction to EuroACE and current EU Policy Developments
Céline CARRE, President, EuroACE

14.25-14.45 ‘TED Talk’ Speech
Ana CUNHA CRIBELLIER, International Real Estate & CSR Director, Deerns

14.45-15.15 Reactions from EuroACE members and business colleagues

15.15-15.30 Coffee Break
Programme

Decarbonised Buildings: Far-Fetched or Achievable?

15.30-16.45  Break-Out Sessions (3*25 minutes) moderated by the EuroACE Secretariat

Session A: Decarbonised Buildings for People
With Rodolphe NICOLLE, Executive Director, Buildings 2030

Session B: Decarbonised Buildings for the Energy System & the Climate
With Federica SABBATI, Secretary General, EHI – European Heating Industry & Eva HOOS, Policy Officer, Unit ‘Renewable Energy’, DG ENER, European Commission

Session C: Decarbonised Buildings for the Environment
With Erik VAN WIJK, Innovation Lead & Programme Lead ‘One Million Near-Zero Energy Homes in Europe’, EIT Climate-KIC & Josefina LINDBLOM, Policy Officer, Unit ‘Sustainable Production, Products & Consumption’, DG ENVI, European Commission
Programme

Decarbonised Buildings: Far-Fetched or Achievable?

- 16.45-17.15  Reports from the Break-Out Sessions by the three moderators
- 17.15-17.30  Conclusions by Adrian JOYCE
- 17.30-18.00  End of Workshop & Start of Back-to-School Cocktail
Introduction to EuroACE & Current EU Policy Developments

Céline CARRE
EuroACE
President
More than 286,000 employees
& 1,200 production facilities & office locations in Europe

Cross-sector representation
Europe’s leading companies involved with the manufacture, distribution and installation of a variety of energy saving products, equipment and services in buildings

To promote energy efficiency in buildings on the EU political and regulatory agenda, raise awareness, provide research data and communicate on available solutions and policies
We believe that improving the energy efficiency of buildings is the most **cost-effective** method of

- Meeting carbon reduction targets

- Creating employment and securing economic growth

- Providing Europeans with comfortable & healthy homes

- Achieving energy security
Why do we exist?

- **To Advocate** for Ambitious EU Policies for Energy Efficiency in Buildings

- **To Bring Benefits** to All Through Improved Performance of Buildings

- **To Increase the Market** for the Products, Equipment and Services Offered by Our Member Companies
Strategic vision - EuroACE in 2028

1. Is a powerful stakeholder in Brussels having an expert business voice and is seen as the “go-to” source for policymakers on issues affecting the energy performance of the building stock in the EU

2. Has more members that come from a broader range of relevant segments of the construction products, equipment and services industries

3. Has greater influence at EU and national levels, reaching a broader range of sectors such as the financial sector

4. Has ensured that the central role of buildings is fully recognised in all relevant EU policies, including the decarbonisation strategy to 2050

5. Has built success on promoting the multiple benefits of energy efficiency, ensuring that holistic approaches are adopted and on achieving a higher overall energy efficiency target for 2030

6. Is a knowledge dissemination hub, giving access to reliable data, best practice examples and information on best available energy efficiency technologies, successful energy efficiency programmes and energy renovation concepts

7. Has ties with the national level across the EU that are strong and vastly improved on the situation in 2018

8. Continues to run the Renovate Europe Campaign
2019 achievements (January-July)

- Capitals Tour
- Dissemination EPBD guide
- Workshop in Slovenia
- NECPs / LTRS
- Financing MFF / Taxonomy / EIB
- SRI / Digitalisation
- 2050 Decarbonisation
- Renovate Champions
- EUSEW 2019 / ECEEE 2019
- ... Business Day!

Implement
Advocate
Attract & Energise
2019-2024 Opportunities

- New European Parliament
- New European Commission
- Political awareness
- Citizen’s awareness
- Aspirations: comfort/health/digital
- Financing institutions
- Sense of responsibility
Old and new challenges

- Renovation rates
- Slowdown EE uptake
- Geographical gaps
- Fuel poverty unresolved
- Subsidies to old economy
- EE1 in troubled waters
- New (non EE) magic solutions
The way forward 2019-2024

- Don’t take EE progress for granted
- Principle matters: watch EE1; subsidies
- Be bold on policies for buildings
- Explore all levels of action
- Empower our holistic (unique) voice
- New partners knowing at our doors
- Integrate current trends in buildings
  - *Health & comfort & well-being*
  - *Decarbonisation*
  - *Environment*
Ana CUNHA CRIBELLIER
Deerns
*International Real Estate & CSR Director*
Reactions from EuroACE members
Break-Out Sessions

- 3 Sessions (A, B, C)
  - Decarbonised Buildings for People
  - Decarbonised Buildings for the Energy System & the Climate
  - Decarbonised Buildings for the Environment

- 3 Groups (1, 2, 3): 25 minutes for each session
  - A, B, C
  - B, C, A
  - C, A, B
Reports from Break-Out Sessions
By the three moderators
Conclusions

Adrian JOYCE
EuroACE
Secretary General
End of the Workshop